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Internet, one element of this age of information, has certainly changed our world,

probably less than his zealots claim. It also has created new problems. The paradox of internet

comes from the fact that if it is easy to access to any type of published information we don’t

always know what are, for us, the relevant information, and what criteria should be used to

access it. The multiplicity of information kills knowledge and, not only that, but most our



citizens often lack the concepts which would unable them to interpret the transmitted

information1.

 This paper will try to present four personal involvements in various attempts to

contribute to some form of knowledge managements; they are either failures or, so far, very

limited successes.

I) Diagnostic Related Groups (DRG) in French hospitals

When I was in charge of the French hospital sector at the ministry of health (1981 –

1986), I adapted to the French scene a way of measuring and comparing medical activities

which was discovered by Robert Fetter, professor at Yale, in the mid-seventies. It took more

than a decade to diffuse for the very reason that it made visible medical activities which had

been hidden.

II) Benchmarking French hospitals

At the end of the eighties, I tried to built a data bank which would have permitted to

managed by comparisons French hospitals. I had then left the French administration.

Although I had enough hospitals (over 40) to start a meaningful comparison, the Union of

Public Hospital fought that private initiative and try to copy it. The press has now become

active in this area.

III) Creating a network of medical knowledge

In 1997, the French Government asked me to submit a report on medical information

and its consequences on health policy and health insurance. One suggestion of this report was

to create a “network of medical knowledge” which would allow a physician to access in a

comprehensive way the incredible amount of new medical information : each month more

than 25 000 new selected medical articles are published, the medical ethics assume that every

physician did read them! So far this project has not been launched in spite of its very limited

budget compared, for instance, to the advertising effort of the pharmaceutical industry in

France.

IV) Organizing and making accessible French health statistics

           Chairing the national committee on French health statistics, we have been working

for the past seven years on making accessible these statistics to the public and to researchers

who would like to exploit them. This endless venture is more successful, although much more

slower that what we would have expected when we started.

                                                
1 For instance in a recent pole on genetically modified organisms, the majority of the French thought that genes
existed only within the genetically modified plants!



Conclusion

In the area of health, most of the knowledge base is public, with exception of the research

done in industry. It will remain that way since no private firm has the legitimacy and the

interest to produce it. However the investment in that area is, compared to the private sector,

limited not only for collecting data but often for exploiting it. The French Government has

made some progress in that area. They are limited. Fifteen years ago, we said that the French

health care system was an aging diplodocus! Although not too kind for that specie, this

diagnostic seems to be still accurate : a very large body, a small and aging mind. The question

is then : when knowledge management will become a political issue since knowledge is

power?


